The University Medal is a highly prestigious award, with only eighteen medals being awarded annually to the most outstanding students at Honours level.

Receiving the University Medal recognises a student’s dedication to their studies and their successful pursuit of academic excellence.

Academic Senate congratulates the following students on the receipt of their medal.

**Australian Maritime College**

Megan Dykman  Applied Science (Marine Environment)

**Faculty of Arts**

Daniel Carney  Arts  
Felicity Lovett  Fine Arts  
David Taylor  Arts

**Faculty of Health**

Millicent Chapman  Pharmacy

**Faculty of Law**

Aaron Moss  Arts and Laws

**Faculty of Science, Engineering and Technology**

Penelope Pascoe  Science  
Andrew Phair  Science  
Sharma Rainer  Science  
Julian Warren  Engineering (Electrical Power)

**Tasmanian School of Business and Economics**

Kate Fernandes  Economics  
Nathan Nikolai  Business